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Abstract - Weather forecasting and rainfall prediction in 
particular is one of the key areas people from all walks of 
life always look for. Economy, agriculture and drinking 
water are a few core dependent zones of rainfall and hence 
accurate forecasting is vital.  This paper presents a set of 
approaches and experiments to build models using 
machine learning techniques to predict how much 
precipitation each month would get for the given year in 
North interior, South interior and Coastal regions of 
Karnataka. The research is also focused on data pre-
processing, modelling approaches and analysis and 
comparison of three algorithms Linear Regression (LR), 
Support vector regression (SVR) and Artificial neural 
network (ANN). Apart from models that use precipitation 
as inputs, the algorithms are trained and tested on another 
dataset that contains meteorological parameters [2] in this 
study. The outcome of this work includes predicted 
precipitation in mm, a process for assessing accuracy of 
models using Mean absolute error between predicted and 
actual values and comparison between algorithms.   
 
Keywords: Precipitation, Meteorological Parameters, 
Machine learning, Mean absolute error. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 With the advent of technology, machine learning 
algorithms contribute significantly in developing rainfall 
prediction systems. Indian Meteorological Department 
(IMD) has been forecasting the monsoon for over four 
decades. In spite of maintaining more than 6000 
observatories by IMD and state governments, making 
accurate predictions for tropical weather has been 
challenging due to its unpredictability nature. The State of 
Karnataka is situated at 11°30' North and 18°30' North 
scopes and 74 East and 78°30' East longitude [1].   
 This study is an effort to analyze the performance of 
three machine learning algorithms in prediction of 
monthly and annual rainfall for all three regions namely 
Southern interior, North interior and Coastal Karnataka. 
Historical meteorological data has been downloaded 
from IMD website and Indiawaterportal.org websites to 
identify rainfall patterns and prediction.  

              Fig.1 Annual Rainfall in Karnataka 
 
 In this paper, three algorithms are analyzed and 
experimented based on three different set of inputs for 
each region separately so as to evaluate the accuracy and 
suitability of the models. Precipitation and other rainfall 
parameters for this work are collected, trained and tested 
to achieve the sustainable results through algorithms. 
The monthly rainfall predictions obtained after training 
and testing are then compared with actual data. High level 
outcome is that models built on monthly precipitation, 12 
models for 12 months, are successful in predicting the 
monthly precipitation for the given year. This approach 
combined with SVR and ANN helped in minimizing errors 
and maximizing precision. Support vector regression 
presented maximum precision with minimum error 
through the comparison between the actual data and 
predicted outcome data than ANN. This has also validated 
findings of Sumi et al. [2] that SVR produce more accurate 
forecast than ANN. Mean Absolute Error between 
predicted precipitation of a month and actual is as low as 
0.1mm and 0.2mm. Since SVR and ANN outperformed LR, 
LR could be used for learning purpose than for advanced 
forecasting. Datasets comprised of meteorological data 
downloaded from IMD and Indian water portal websites 
are used for this work. 
   
2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 There are different techniques used for the prediction 
of rainfall such as Regression analysis, clustering and 
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Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). Fundamentally, two 
approaches are used for predicting rainfall. One is 
Empirical approach [3] and the other is Dynamical 
approach [4]. The empirical approach [5] is based on 
analysis of historical data of the rainfall and its 
relationship to a variety of atmospheric and oceanic 
variables over different parts of the world. The most 
widely used empirical approaches, which are used for 
climate prediction, are regression, artificial neural 
network, fuzzy logic and group method of data handling. 
 Refonaa et al. [6] used Linear regression technique to 
classify the images and predict the rainfall.  Deo and Shain 
[7] predicted Drought Index in eastern Australia using ML 
based on rainfall and mean, minimum and maximum air 
temperatures.  Sen [8] has presented long-range summer 
monsoon rainfall forecast model based on power 
regression technique with the use of El Nino, Eurasian 
snow cover, north west Europe temperature, Europe 
pressure gradient, 50 hPa Wind pattern, Arabian sea SST, 
east Asia pressure and south Indian ocean temperature in 
previous year. The experimental results showed that the 
model error was  4%. 
 Kashiwao et al. [5] explained and compared the ANN 
models used for rainfall prediction experiment. Quiet a 
good number of researchers used ANN algorithm [5, 9-
15], produced useful results and motivation for including 
Neural networks for this study. Hasan et al. [16] 
combined different kernel functions of Support Vector 
Machine (SVM) and an exclusive data preprocessing 
technique windowing to predict rainfall.  
  Botsis et. al [17] compared support vector regression 
(SVR) and multilayer feed-forward neural network 
(MFNN) models with respect to their forecasting 
capabilities. The results of the study demonstrate that the 
SVR model is more effective than MLP in simulating the 
rainfall–runoff relationship and the SVR algorithms have 
better generalization capability than the conventional 
artificial neural networks.  
 

3. Methodology 
 

A. Approaches 

 With modelling inputs taken from two datasets, 
monthly/annual precipitation for Karnataka for the 
period of 1901-2017 (Dataset1), and meteorological 
parameters data for Mysore District for the period 1901-
2002 (Dataset2), following approaches are implemented. 
 
Approach 1: Precipitation of previous three months are 
used as predictors for next month precipitation. Whole 
Dataset1 is converted into two arrays, first array is 
predictor variable X, consists of triplets of consecutive 
three months and second array is dependent variable Y, 
consists of fourth months. For example, Precipitation of 
January, February and March are predictors for April. For 
predicting January precipitation, last three months of 
previous year are used. 
 

Approach 2: Dataset1 is divided into 12 arrays for 12 
months and vertical consecutive three months are 
predictors for next month. For example, Precipitation of 
April 2001 is predicted using April 1998, April 1999 and 
April 2000. 
 
Approach 3: Dataset2 consists of meteorological 
parameters Cloud cover, Average temperature, Wet day 
frequency, Vapor pressure and Precipitation for each 
month. Precipitation for any month is predicted by other 
four parameters of the same month. As there are four 
predictors and data are huge, this approach is 
experimented only for Mysore district.  
 
B. Data Preprocessing 

 
Data pre-processing involves transforming raw data into 
consistent, complete, error-free and compatible as per 
requirements. Replacing null values with respective 
mean values and extending categorical variables, 
extraction, merging are a few steps performed as part of 
pre-processing for this study. For Approach 1, last three 
months of previous year are prepended to next year. For 
Approach 3, meteorological parameters extracted from 
five files, merged and arranged in such way that each 
month in a row gets five values. 

C. Algorithms 
 

Machine learning algorithms implemented for this study 
are explained in this section. 
 
1. Linear Regression 

Linear Regression comes under Supervised Learning. 
Prediction of dependent variable is thru independent 
variable by making linear relationship between them. 
Graph in Fig 2 shows the equation line Y=mX+b when 
values are plotted. Linear regression is chosen for this 
study as it is Regression is best suitable for linearly 
separable data and is being used in many mathematical 
applications. 
 

 
Fig.2 Linear Regression 

 
 
  

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Dimitris_Botsis
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2. Support Vector Regression 

SVR [18] is used on continuous values for regression in 
which the linear function is extended to non-linear 
mapping. A linear regression function is constructed as  

(𝒙) = 〈𝒘, 𝒙〉 + 𝑏 where 𝒘, 𝒙 ∈ 𝕏 and 𝑏 ∈ ℝ. 
Objective is to find a function (𝒙) with maximum 𝜖 
deviation.  To make (𝒙) flat  

minimize   
1

2
‖𝜔‖2 + 𝐶 ∑ (𝜉𝑖 + 𝜉𝑖΄)𝑙

𝑖=1  
 

subject to  {

𝑦 − 〈𝜔, 𝛷(𝑥)〉 − 𝑏 ≤ 𝜀
〈𝜔, 𝛷(𝑥)〉 + 𝑏 − 𝑦 ≤ 𝜀

𝜉𝑖, 𝜉𝑖΄

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.3 Support Vector Regression 
  

For this study, Grid-search is used to optimize the 
parameters associated with SVR [18] and RBF kernel 
function for mapping lower dimensional data to higher 
dimension. Grid search helps in tuning hyper parameters 
C and gamma so as to improve performance of model. As 
in Fig.3, boundary at epsilon distance from the original 
hyper plane is decided in such a way that data points 
closest to the hyper plane or the support vectors are 
within that boundary line. 
 
3. Artificial Neural Network 

 A typical supervised learning algorithm ANN is mainly 
comprised of input, output and hidden layers. Input 
transformed by hidden layers are used by output layer. 
The interconnected computational nodes also called as 
neurons are basically tunable units. They learn from input 
and pass the signal to another unit so as to optimize the 
output [19]. The number of layers, their types, and the 
way they are connected to each other is called the 
network architecture. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.4 ANN Structure 

The structure of ANN is shown in Fig 4. Except for the 
input nodes, each node is a neuron that uses a nonlinear 
activation function. Weight indicates the strength of a 
particular node and bias value makes the activation 
function up or down. Neurons in hidden layers use 
activation function to transform input signal to output 
which is used as input to nodes in the next layer in the 
network. Activation function calculates weighted sum and 
adds bias to produce nonlinear output. ANN uses the 
technique of error back propagation to train the network 
configuration [2] and given below is the formula used: 

 𝑥𝑡+𝑇+(𝑚−1)𝑇
𝐹  

 
= 𝑓(𝑋𝑡 , 𝜔, 𝜃, 𝑚, ℎ) 

                                                                                 
= 𝜃0 + ∑ 𝜔𝑗

𝑜𝑢𝑡∅(∑ 𝜔𝑗𝑖𝑥𝑡+(𝑖−1)𝑇 +𝑚
𝑖=1

𝑚
𝑖=1 𝜃𝑗) 

 
 
In order to improve efficiency by tuning parameters, a 
variation of ANN topology called Convolutional neural 
network is used for this study. CNNs are generally applied 
for image classification problems, where the model learns 
an internal representation of a two-dimensional input, in 
a process referred to as feature learning. They possess 
proven ability in extracting complex relationships in 
input features [20]. Layers are comprised 
of convolution units and each convolution unit receives 
its input from multiple units from the previous layer 
which together form a proximity. Therefore, the input 
units that form a small neighborhood share their weights 
[21]. Neurons in CNNs [19] self-optimize through 
learning. They perform operations such as scalar product 
followed by a nonlinear function which is basis of any 
ANN. Neurons learn from data through its hierarchical 
structure of layers and enhances the learning of complex 
relationships in input features. Python library is used for 
experiments with following parameter features: 
 
 Activation function - ELU Exponential unit 
 Conv1D - one-dimensional convolution unit 
 Optimizer - admax 
 Loss function – Mean absolute error 
 Epochs (iterations) is set to 150. For each epoch, 
 

- Processing records of the training data case, 
- Comparing actual values to predicted values,  
- Calculating the loss function,  
- Backpropagating error through the layers and  
- Adjusting network weights and finally validation  

 
are taking place till better loss value is obtained. 
 

4. Experimental Results  

Various experiments conducted for this study are 
explained in this section. Table 1 shows predictor 
variables (X) used for each experiment, modelling inputs 
and algorithm.  
Fig 5 shows forecasting procedure followed for this study. 

https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2014/10/ANN.png
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Fig.5 Procedure for forecasting 
 
Mean absolute error between actual precipitation and 
predicted precipitation is calculated to find out the 
accuracy of model    
 
 
 
 

 
     
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1. Predictors, Location and Period used in experiments 
 

 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 

 
         Table 2. Mean Absolute Errors of experiments conducted 
 

Transform

ed Data 

Training 

Data 90% 

Testing 

Data 10% 

Evaluate 

Result 

Build Model 

South Interior Karnataka North Interior Karnataka Coastal Karnataka

Linear SVR ANN Linear SVR ANN Linear SVR ANN

Overall 27.32 26.91 29.58 Overall 22.65 21.35 24.17 Overall 81.53 79.59 97.56

Approach 2 YEAR 2001 27.48 19.87 29.3 YEAR 2001 26.14 4.8 23.45 YEAR 2001 40.54 34.18 31.89

YEAR 2010 25.5 12.88 21.25 YEAR 2010 21.48 3.57 20.52 YEAR 2010 68.07 43.78 39.97

YEAR 2017 38.4 35.82 35.53 YEAR 2017 23.72 22.27 24.39 YEAR 2017 35.41 44.65 38.59

Linear SVR ANN Linear SVR ANN Linear SVR ANN

Overall 44.72 35.97 37.36 Overall 36 32.31 31.23 Overall 229.47 146.46 129.99

Approach 1 YEAR 2001 41.25 40.13 37.11 YEAR 2001 31.76 24.61 28.21 YEAR 2001 163.24 50.97 45.98

YEAR 2010 50.53 36.44 41.88 YEAR 2010 33.92 33.35 33.7 YEAR 2010 203.99 67.22 118.08

YEAR 2017 47.87 53.26 47.77 YEAR 2017 41.94 33.63 34.26 YEAR 2017 130.88 66.1 51.56

Predictor Location Period

Output variable Y 

(Precipitation) Model

Precipitation South interior Karnataka Previous three months For each month LR

Precipitation South interior Karnataka Previous three months For each month SVR

Precipitation South interior Karnataka Previous three months For each month ANN

Precipitation North interior Karnataka Previous three months For each month LR

Precipitation North interior Karnataka Previous three months For each month SVR

Precipitation North interior Karnataka Previous three months For each month ANN

Precipitation Coastal Karnataka Previous three months For each month LR

Precipitation Coastal Karnataka Previous three months For each month SVR

Precipitation Coastal Karnataka Previous three months For each month ANN

Precipitation South interior Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month LR

Precipitation South interior Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month SVR

Precipitation South interior Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month ANN

Precipitation North interior Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month LR

Precipitation North interior Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month SVR

Precipitation North interior Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month ANN

Precipitation Coastal Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month LR

Precipitation Coastal Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month SVR

Precipitation Coastal Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month ANN

Mysore District For each month For each month LR

Mysore District For each month For each month SVR

Mysore District For each month For each month ANN

Approach 1

Approach 2 

Separate 

model for 

each month

Approach 3

Cloud cover, 

Average 

temperature, 

Wet day 

frequency, 

Vapor pressure

Predictor Location Period

Output variable Y 

(Precipitation) Model

Precipitation South interior Karnataka Previous three months For each month LR

Precipitation South interior Karnataka Previous three months For each month SVR

Precipitation South interior Karnataka Previous three months For each month ANN

Precipitation North interior Karnataka Previous three months For each month LR

Precipitation North interior Karnataka Previous three months For each month SVR

Precipitation North interior Karnataka Previous three months For each month ANN

Precipitation Coastal Karnataka Previous three months For each month LR

Precipitation Coastal Karnataka Previous three months For each month SVR

Precipitation Coastal Karnataka Previous three months For each month ANN

Precipitation South interior Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month LR

Precipitation South interior Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month SVR

Precipitation South interior Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month ANN

Precipitation North interior Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month LR

Precipitation North interior Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month SVR

Precipitation North interior Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month ANN

Precipitation Coastal Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month LR

Precipitation Coastal Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month SVR

Precipitation Coastal Karnataka Same month of previous 3 years For each month ANN

Mysore District For each month For each month LR

Mysore District For each month For each month SVR

Mysore District For each month For each month ANN

Approach 1

Approach 2 

Separate 

model for 

each month

Approach 3

Cloud cover, 

Average 

temperature, 

Wet day 

frequency, 

Vapor pressure
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Results for all experiments using Approaches 1 and 2 are 
shown in Table 2. Significant difference in performance 
among Linear, SVR and ANN are observed. Approach 2 
performed better than Approach 1. SVR has 
outperformed other two algorithms as Mean absolute 
error is quite less. A sample output Fig clearly indicates 
prediction by SVR is close to actual.    
 
Sample output prediction for all three regions of 
Karnataka is shown for the year 2010 in Fig 6., Fig 7. and 
Fig 8. by SVR model using Approach 2. It is observed that 
prediction is almost matching with actual. Test cases for 
prediction are years 2001, 2010 and 2017.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Fig 6. North interior 
 

 
Fig 7. Coastal Karnataka 

 

 
Fig 8. South Interior  

 
Comparison between algorithms is shown in Fig 9. to 
indicate precision in rainfall prediction by SVR. 

 

 
 

Fig 9. Comparison graph 
 

Approach 3, MAE results by all algorithms are shown in 
Table 3 for Mysore District based on meteorolgical 
parameters for sample years 1990 and 2001. Predictions 
are not so accurate as other two approaches. They tend to 
show negative predicted values in spite of parameter 
tuning and hence this needs further study. Modeling 
inputs are meteorological parameters measured in the 
same month for which precipitation is predicted.  
Table 3.  Rain parameter-based model - Mysore District 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
5. Conclusion 

 This paper explores the performance of three 
algorithms in monthly and annual rainfall prediction with 
three different approaches for the regions of Karnataka 
and particularly suggests to implement SVR model with 
underlying Grid search technique for super accuracy. 
Second point is that monthly vertical models on historical 
precipitation data used in Approach 2 produce high 
precision results. Separate model implementation for 
each region is necessary due to varying rainfall patterns 
across Karnataka. Prediction based on Precipitation of 
consecutive months used in Approach 1 shows average 
performance only. Meteorological parameters-based 
prediction modeling needs further study as the mean 
absolute error on higher side and hence future scope of 
forecasting process may include finding correlation 
between individual rain parameter and precipitation by 
creating separate models.   
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